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February Cougar Calendar 

Sun  Monday  Tuesday  Wednesday  Thursday  Friday  Sat 

  Special Event this month on Feb 13th!  
Our Electives Extravaganza during school 
and follow up Parent Night (5:30-6:30 pm)  

  1  Change for 
Charity Begins! 

2 Wrestling - 
WCMS Invite 
@TVHS 

3  4  GBBall @ 
LEMS (6th 
only) 

5 
 

6  6th gr District Wide 
Choir Fest; GBBall @ 
Severance (7th/8th), 
Wrestling vs. 
Severance/BRMS 

7   GBBall vs. 
CBMS (7th/8th);  
@ CBMS (6th) 

8 
Change for 
Charity 
Deposit Day 

9 
Wrestling @ 
Greeley Invite 
Yearbook 
orders due! 

10  11 GBball @ 
TMS (6th only) 
Change for 
Charity 
Sabotage Week 

12  
 

→  

13   WCMS Science 
Engineering Fair; GBBall 
vs. LEMS (7th/8th);  
Wrestling @ LEMS 
Sabotage continues!!!!! 

14  Valentine’s Day 
GBball @ Windsor 
(7th/8th); GBball vs. 
Windsor (6th)  
Sabotage continues!!!!! 

15 Change for 
Charity Deposit 
Day (Sabotage 
ends) 

16 

17  18  President’s 
Day  - No 
School 

19  20 GBball vs. TMS 
(7th/8th);  
Wrestling @ TMS 

21 GBball vs. BRMS 
(6th); @ BRMS 
(7th/8th) 

22  23 GBBall JV 
Tourn; 6th @ 
CBMS;  7th/8th 
@TMS 
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The Ideal List 
Your Ideal Vacation 

 by Jada Randa and Katie Buchanan 

We interviewed  Amira Ayoub and Nate 

Hyman  about what their ideal vacation 

would be.  What is your ideal vacation? 

Amira Ayoub  Nate Hyman 

Amira’s ideal vacation place is either Mexico or 
Hawaii. Her choices represent her personality because 
she likes the sun and swimming. She says that she 
would bring her mom, dad, 2 sisters, and grandpa 
because she wants them to come with her. 
She chose those places because she has always wanted 
to go to Mexico, and she has been to Hawaii before and 
really liked  it. Amira says that she would like to snorkel 
and swim with dolphins in Hawaii. In Mexico she 
would like to eat authentic homemade Mexican food. 

Nate’s ideal vacation is Italy. He told us that Italy 
does represent him because he likes old stuff like 
antiques and other stuff like that. Nate says he 
picked Italy because “It plays a big part in the 
immigration to America.” He says he would love to 
sit on the shores and take in the architecture. He 
says he would also like to learn the native language 
there. “I would eat spaghetti and have fun eating 
all sorts of Italian food.”   

 

   

 
The final yearbook sale is fast approaching!  If you haven't 
purchased yours, do so by February 9.  The price is $40.   

You can purchase three ways: 
Online: jostensyearbook.com 
Call: 1-877-767-5217 
Front Office: Bring a check (payable to Walt Clark) 
Contact Ms. Bebout with any questions or concerns! 
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By Slany Ballard and Isaac Rodriguez 
 
90’s snacks were bright and colorful. The makers wanted them to 
pop so people wanted to buy them. Some of the snacks from the 
1990’s were Zebra gum, Gushers, Ring Pops and Dunk-a-roos, to  

   name a few. 

 

Ms. Conley 
Question: Do you know of any 90’s 
snacks? 
 
Answer: Zebra Gum 
 
Info: Zebra gum was a fruit-flavored 
gum originally called “Fruit Stripes.” Even though it had a 
fake flavor everyone loved it. It was made in the 70’s. The 
mascot for the brand was a zebra named “Yipes”. The gum 
loses flavor in a record time of 5 minutes and 25 seconds. 
Source: OldTimeCandy.com 

Ms. Crumrine 
Question: What is your favorite 
90’s snack and why? 
 
Answer: “My favorite 90’s snack 
was gushers because they are 
sweet, gummy, and yummy”. 
 
Info: Gushers are a fruit candy in the shape of a 
hexagon, they are made from sugar and fruit 
juice.  
Source: Wikipedia.com 

 
Most Funniest/Embarrassing Moments!!! 

By Slany Ballard and Isaac Rodriguez 

 

Lila Harris 
“In fifth grade my friend 
pulled down my pants in 
front of everybody.” 

Emily Andrews  
“As a dare my friend went under 
a table and grabbed someone’s 
knee and scared them.” 
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Most Deadliest Sports 

By Luke Orr and Ethan Stern 

We write this in memorial of bull rider Mason Lowe, who died on January 15 at the 
Western Stock Show in Denver. The rider was 18th in the world and was from 
Missouri. So now let's get to our list of most deadliest sports: 

1. Mountaineering - a rescue mission to catch stranded 

climbers 

2. Boxing 
3. Motorcycle racing  
4. Surfing 
5. Skydiving 

We interviewed a few people to see what they think is the 
most deadliest sport is. 
Question: What do you think is the most deadliest sport and why? 
Conner Stearns - UFC, because lots of people die. 
Michael Mena - Car racing, because there are a lot of accidents and they flip. 
Evan Stern - Football, because you get lots of concussions. 
 

 

Your Middle School Experience By Zoe Rollins & Katrina Inskeep 

Question #1 - How is middle school going for you? 
Isaiah Curtis - Good, I like it a lot. 
Morgan Fehr - Good, because I like my classes. 
Taylen Campbell (pictured right)- It’s okay...Better than elementary. 
Mariana Arguello - It is good, I like it a lot. 
Question #2 - Do you like your schedule? 
All four students - Yes. 
Question #3 - What are you struggling with? 
Isaiah - Paying attention in class. Morgan - Nothing really. 
Taylen - Math. Mariana - Homework. 
Question #4 - What are some things you like? 
Isaiah - Teachers and my classes. 
Morgan - Sports. 
Taylen - The lockers and the ability to be able to walk around throughout the day. 
Mariana - Having classes with mixed grades. 
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Cougar Comedy  
By: Kyle Houckes and Braden Brenner 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Jokes:  
Why did the chicken cross the road?- To get to the idiot’s house. Knock,knock! Whos there? The chicken!!!!!!!!!!  
Why do we tell actors to break a leg?- Because every play has a cast!!  
 

 

Upcoming Cougar Sports Events  by Ethan Stern & Luke Orr 

February Games Girls Basketball 7th and 8th grade 
6th @ Severance 7th @ Clark vs. Conrad Ball 13th @ Clark vs. Erwin  
14th @ Windsor 20th @ Clark vs. Turner 21st @ Bill Reed 
25th Tournament Round One TBD 27th Final Four TBD 

February Games Girls 6th grade Basketball 
4th @ Erwin 7th @ Conrad Ball 11th @ Turner  
14th @ Clark vs. Windsor 21st @ Clark vs. Bill Reed 25th Tournament 1st round TBD 
27th Final Four TBD 

February Games JV Girls All Grades Basketball 
All games are on Fridays except the JV tournament on the 23rd, which is the end for JV. 

February Duals Wrestling 
2nd @ Thompson Valley (Tournament JV) 6th @Walt Clark  
9th @ Greeley (Tournament V) 13th @ Erwin 20th @ Turner 

March Duals Wrestling 
2nd @ Windsor (JV/V Conference) 23rd (Regional Tournament TBD)    29th-30th @ Denver (State Tournament) 
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Book Reviews
By Opal Munger

Many people enjoy many different types of books.  In this article, students have shared their favorite 

books and why these books are their favorites. 

 

Student Favorite Book Reasoning 

Brayden Glass The One and Only Ivan  It’s just a good book 

Ava Pitcaithley Too many to choose from  There are a lot of good books 

Brookelynn Duran Freak The Mighty  The characters were interesting 

 
I’d say that it’s good characters and a good plot that make a good book.  A good, memorable 

event in the book would also make it excellent, along with a good lesson. 
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How Many People Like vs Dislike Football? 
By Austin Brown and Bowdy Anderson 

 
Question: Why do you like/dislike football? 

Peyton Stenberg said he didn't like football because he would get a concussion, and that the good 
thing about football is that it gets you exercise.  

 
Landon Stockwell said that he plays to get his anger out, and the benefits of the sport are to hang 
out with friends, and the disadvantages are getting concussions and injured. 
 
Matthew Phillips said he loves football because he gets to hit people, and the bad thing about it is 
too many injuries. 
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Locker Organization By Madison Vasquez and Madison Bentley     
We interviewed Aaron Mendez about locker organization.  
“What shelf of your locker is the messiest?”  
“None, because I like keeping my locker clean.”  
“Do you organize your locker often? Why or why not?”  
“No, because it just stays clean because I like it to be clean.” 
“Is locker organization important to you?”  
“Not really because I don’t put much in my locker, so it doesn’t really get messy.”  
“When is it easier to find things in your locker?”  
“Personally for me it’s easier to find things when it’s clean.”  
 
We think something staff should consider is having a given time period to 
clean our lockers weekly!!! 
 
 
 

Kindness Column  
By Sydney Frasier 

I interviewed: Lexi Bryan 
 
When you see compassion how do you feel inside? 
Good about what people are doing. 
Do you think that compassion is equal to meanness?  

Or what is  the ratio?  
Meanness takes over.  
Do you believe that niceness 
makes friends? 
Yes people feel safer and can 
trust people more.  
Is it easy to be kind? 
Yes. 
Are you compassionate, and what advice do you have for the people who 
are not? 
I am, and when you don’t feel like being kind, still try, because it will work 
out in your favor. 
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Into the Woods  
By: Jozlyn Munoz 

We all know that most plays are enjoyable and exciting, but what is it like to try out for one? Is it stressful, easy, 
exciting, scary?  These students will give us a look into the woods! The play will be April 5 and 6 - come on out! 

 
1:  How did you feel when tried out for the play? 
Bentleigh Passalacqua: Trying out for the play was very nerve-racking but fun! 
Ella Polensky:  I was not nervous, only excited. 
2: What part did you try out for and why? 

BP: I tried out for the baker's wife, because the monologue is great. 
EP: I tried out for the baker's wife, Cinderella, and Little Red because I like all their parts. 
3: Why do you think Into the Woods is a good choice for a play? 

BP:  It is a good choice for the play because it's good in all. 
EP: I like it because it has lot of adventurous scenes.   
4:  Would you try out for the play again?  If not, why? 

BP: I would try out for the play because it keeps me busy. 
EP: I would try out for the play again because I love to act. 
5:  Do you have any ideas for the next play Walt Clark has? 

BP: I think we should do Charlie and the Chocolate Factory because it is very entertaining. 

EP: We should do The Greatest Showman because that's my favorite movie.   

 

 

Book Series 
By Juliana Kennedy 

What is your favorite book series? 
Araleya Kemp - The Max Runner series 
Hailey Hobson - The Babysitters Club series 
Why do you like this book series? 
Araleya - Because they are like the movie. 
Hailey - Because they are funny. 
Which one is your favorite one out of the series? 
Both - The first one. 
Why is that one your favorite one out of the series? 
Araleya - Because it is the most detailed out of all of them. 
Hailey - That the girl thinks she is babysitting a kid, but she is babysitting a dog. 
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Countdown Until… 
By Opal Munger 

Now that the holiday season has rolled in and rolled out, people may be feeling empty, like there’s nothing to 

look forward to besides a cold, bitter winter.  As of January 31st when I wrote this article, here are the countdowns to 

the days you’ll be able to look forward to. 

 

Valentine’s Day - 14 days Saint Patty’s Day - 45 days April Fool’s Day - 60 days 

Christmas Day - 328 days Days Until Spring - 48 days Summer Vacation - 113 days 

Easter - 80 days National OK Day - 51 days National Pig Day - 29 days 

 

        Pro vs. Con 
      By Jada Randa and Katie Buchanan 

Making your bed in the morning 
We interviewed Katie Wright, Erik Stern, and Ms. Bebout about making your bed in 
the morning. We found this was a very controversial topic; what are your thoughts? 

Pro  Con 

Ms. Bebout  does make her bed in the 
morning because of her OCD.  She 
“randomly starts singing Elvis songs” if 
she doesn't make her bed. 
She says she likes making her bed 
because it makes her feel like Mary 
Poppins. 
 
 

Katie and Erik said that we shouldn't make our 
beds in the morning because they believe that you 
are just going to mess it up anyways. Although 
they both still do think that you should make your 
bed in the morning if someone is coming over. 
They both claim that they don’t like making their 
beds in the morning, unless someone is coming 
over. In their house they don’t make their beds in 
the morning as a rule, but their parents say that it 
is good to. 
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📖 Book Review 📖 

                                                                           By: Katie Buchanan and Jada Randa 

We interviewed Cheska Lababta and Isaac Rodriguez about the series 
A Series Of Unfortunate Events. We asked them to review the books, 

and prove why this was such a good series to read. The book is about 
the three Baudelaire children, and all of the unfortunate events that 

continue to happen to them. They have to run away from the evil 
Count Olaf, who just wants the Baudelaires’ fortune. 

Cheska 

 

We asked her why people should read this book, and she told us that it 
was engaging and an intriguing book. What was your favorite book? 

“The Austere Academy because we met 2 out of the 3 triplets.” She told us 
that the genre of the book reflects her opinion of the book because it’s 
mysterious and full of action. “I don’t really relate to any characters in 
the book.” However all the characters are very interesting and diverse. 

The series is a chain of unfortunate events that happen to the 
Baudelaires but, why is it so interesting to read? “The book isn’t your 

everyday story. It’s an original idea and it’s refreshing to read.” 

Isaac 

 

Isaac claims that others should read the book because it is super action 
packed, mysterious, and a very interesting book to read. His favorite 
book to read from the series was the third book, “The Wide Window” 

because it was super interesting to read. The genre of the book reflects 
his opinion of the series because he loves how much action is included 

in each chapter. Isaac can relate to Klaus because he is a bookworm too! 
Even though the book is so unfortunate, it's so interesting to read 

because “the tables turn every chapter,” as stated by Isaac. 

 

How To Pay Attention In Class 
by Braden Brenner and Kyle Houckes 

1. Don’t stay up late. 
2.Take interest in what your teacher says. 
3. Don’t sit with someone who's going to 
distract you. 
4. Eat healthy foods. 
5. Drink plenty of water. 
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6th Grade 3D Printing 
By Charlotte Wynkoop and Rachel Johnson-Bothe 

 
So far in Mr. Custer’s 3D printing class the kids are having a good time. 

Oliver Basch said that he decided to join this class because he thought it 
sounded fun and he likes the teacher. Oliver is also looking forward to making 

cool stuff in 3D printing. Guthrie Manzella said that he wanted to join 
because he thought it would be cool. He also stated that so far the class is 
entertaining. He would like to make interesting things with the 3D printer. 

Austin Seiders stated that he wanted to join because he would get to make 
his own objects. The class is confusing but enjoyable. Destiny Ramm claimed that she chose to do 
3D Printing because she wanted to make interesting objects. She wasn’t sure what she wanted to 
make. Paige Smith said she wanted to try something different. She also said that the class was 

good. Paige is looking forward to learn how to use a 3D printer. She wants to make some cool stuff. 
 

Mindfulness Magnets  
available for purchase!  

By Mrs. Noehl 
The students have been learning skills 

related to mindfulness/yoga/coping.  I 
have found that when they teach 

others, they are more empowered to 
use the skills.  So I decided to help them 
create a work project where they make 

and sell magnets that have words 
related to mindfulness or coping.  We 
were able to get money donated from 
DonorsChoose.org in order to start up 
the project.  The money that they earn 

from sales will be used to purchase 
more supplies, rewards of their 

choosing, and then they will also use 
money from sales to give back to the 

community in some way (e.g. maybe purchase a plant for the butterfly pavilion that they visit).   
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Favorite Movie From 2018 
Written by Rachel Johnson-Bothe and Charlotte Wynkoop 

Curtis Smela The Greatest Showman 

Kate Weimer                   The Crimes of Grindelwald 

Tom Mandeville IT 

Trent Opila Bumblebee 

Jada Randa The House With The Clock In Its Walls 

Opal Munger Deadpool 2 

Jeff Wood Spiderman: Into The Spider Verse 
 

Caring Staff 
By Mecca Elliott and Angie Buckles 

❏ Name one teacher at Walt Clark that is incredibly caring? 
❏  Hannah Stockwell: Mrs. Myers 

❏  Jolien Maycroft: Mrs. Chacon-Nelson 

❏ What does that teacher do to be caring to the students? 
❏  Hannah: She help kids and doesn't get mad at the class anytime. 

❏  Jolien: If you feel sad, she would ask what’s wrong. 

❏ When can you think of a time when the teacher helped you?  
❏  Hannah: When I was stuck on a problem the teacher helped when I 

needed it. 

❏  Jolien: Yeah. 

❏ Does that teacher make you feel comfortable? For example sharing 
out in class?  

❏  Both students: Yes. 

❏ Does that teacher make you feel safe at school?  
❏  Both students: Yes. 
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Teacher Spotlight 
                                              By Mecca Elliott and Angie Buckles 

❏ On a scale of 1-10, how much do you love your job, and why?  
Richard: 10, because of new learning. 
Smith: 30, because he gets to work with awesome colleagues, and the students are 
like family to him. 
Spaedt: 8, because he loves the school and students, and teaching engaged students. 

❏ Do you have a favorite joke that you could share with us?  
Richard: I don’t have a joke, sorry. 
Smith: Why shouldn't you trust stairs? Because they’re up to something. 

❏ What is the most embarrassing moment in the classroom that you have 
had?  
Richard: I tripped over an electrical cord, and the students asked if I was okay. 
Smith: In P.E in capture the skittle his pants ripped. 

❏ What is your favorite word?  
Richard: Collaboration 
Smith: Integrity, because we base that word off everything. 

❏ What is your favorite quote?  
Richard: Anything from Angelo because it relates to her work. 
Smith: “Nothing worthwhile comes easy.” 
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    The Winter Dance by Trinity Scott and Jada Altamirano 

Slany 
Ballard 

1.  Q: Did you go to the dance? 
     A: Yes, because I got to hang out with my friends all night. 
2.  Q: How did you like the dance? 
     A: I liked the dance because it’s usually pretty lit. 
3.  Q: What did you not like about the dance? What would you change about the dance? 
     A: I did not like that we did not get some money back after buying something and  
         there were no activities. I would change the prices and get more activities to put in the  
         gym or something. 

Jada 
Altamirano 

1.  Q: Did you go to the dance? 
     A: Yes, because I thought it would be fun and I got to hang out with my friends. 
2.  Q: How did you like the dance? 
     A: It was fun and I had a good time. 
3.  Q: What did you not like about the dance? What would you change about the dance? 
     A: It was short, and I think it should be longer. I would make the dance longer, and I would  
          have more activities to do. 

Trinity Scott 1.  Q: Did you go to the dance? 
     A: Yes, because my friends went. 
2.  Q: How did you like the dance? 
     A: It was fun because I was with my friends. 
3.  Q: What did you not like about the dance? What would you change about the dance? 
     A: It was very short and they made us wait outside when it was really cold. I would change  
          how short it is and make it longer. I would also make stuff cheaper like the pizza and the  
          price to get in. 

Isaac 
Rodriguez 

1:  Q:  Did you go to the dance? 
     A:  No, because nobody loves me. 
2.  Q: Do you think you would have liked the dance if you went? 
     A: Probably, because it would be fun. 
3.  Q: If you were in charge of the dance what would you change to make people go? 
     A: I would make the place bigger. 
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                                 Wrestling  By Morgan Heaton 

 

The wrestling coaches that I interviewed are Mr. Miller, Keagan, and 

Mr. Smith. I asked them each two questions. 

 

                                                               Mr. Smith 

What do you enjoy about teaching the kids the most? 
I enjoy teaching kids the value of hard work and seeing them improve from the beginning to the end. 

What is your favorite move to teach? 
My favorite move to teach would have to be the High Wrist,  

because it's the Thompson Valley signature move, and it's very effective. 

 

Keagan 

What do you enjoy about teaching the kids the most? 
I enjoy teaching them life skills and how to be a better person. I believe that if you can wrestle, you 

can do just about anything. You can go further in life because you've been through tougher times 

while wrestling. 

What is your favorite move to teach ? 
I’d have to say Shooting a Leg because it’s an effective move and it’s important to get it right. 

 

Mr. Miller 

What do you enjoy about teaching the kids the most? 
I enjoy teaching them how to overcome obstacles and challenges because wrestling’s a hard sport. 

What is your favorite move to teach? 
Oh, that’s a hard one. If I had to choose, I'd say the Fireman's Carry, because it's a very effective move. 
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Girls’ Basketball 
By Jada Altamirano and Trinity Scott 

Girls’ basketball 2018-2019 season has been great so far. The girls have enjoyed it and have had a 
lot of fun. The managers have also had an amazing experience and have had time to get to know the 
girls better. 

Sydney 
Pitcaithley  
8th grade 

My Thoughts: Basketball is fun! 
What I’ve Learned: Presses, offense, press transitions 

Would I Do It Again?: Yes, because it is fun, and I like to be competitive. 
What I During Games: I coach myself. 

My Advice: Have fun and practice every day! 

Kainoa Niko  
8th grade manager 

My Thoughts: They’re looking great! 
What I’ve Learned: How to use a basketball clock. 

Would I Do It Again?: Yes, because it’s fun, and my friends are there. 
My Wish: Longer practices. 

My Advice: Play hard, hustle, give it your all! 

Dakota Button  
7th grade manager 

My Thoughts: You have to work hard everyday. 
What They’ve Learned: More drills. 
Would I Do It Again?: Probably not. 

What Practice Looks Like: They do a lot of drills that they don’t normally do. 
Practice Dislikes: I don’t like how we get in an argument about how the drills 

are supposed to go. 

Seth Kastl  
6th grade manager 

My Thoughts: Basketball is good and fun! 
What They’ve Learned: Lay ups, dribbling skills 

Would I Do It Again?: Yes, because it is fun to watch, and I can learn more 
about basketball. 

What Do You Dislike About Practices?: When people are late to them. 
What Happens in Practice?: Learning offense and defense 
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Students of the Month  
 By Zoe Rollins and Katrina Inskeep 

 
Pictured Right: Some of the awesome swag  

you can get as a Student of the Month! 
 

Question #1- What do you think it takes to be Student of the Month? 

Jessica McBroome - You have to be a good student and caring to others. 
Carter Patton - Good grades, good attitude, and be respectful. 

Lily Hall - Work hard, stay on task, and help out. 
Simone Chandler - Being on time and being responsible. 

Question #2 - Do you think Student of the Month is a big accomplishment? 

Jessica - Yes, because not everyone gets it. 

Carter - Yes; you have to be a good student to accomplish it. 
Lily - Yes. It shows everyone that you are a good student. 
Simone - Yes; it shows everyone you are a good student. 

Question #3 - Who do you think deserves to be Student of 

the Month next month? 
Jessica - Karma Peppers, because she helps others. 

Carter -  Ricky Schadegg, because he is a good student. 
Lily - Juliana Kennedy, because she's a good student. 

Simone - Katie Wright. She helps out and is responsible and organized. 
 

“Manufacturing Rocks!” Field Trip January 29 by Mrs. Hardouin 

Thirty-eight WCMS students got to visit RonGrob and Hexcel, and they had a BLAST learning 
about these STEM career paths they might follow in the future!  
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Save the Turtles 
By Trenton Black and Naomi Germer 

 
1: Do you like turtles?  

Brennan Dvorak: Yes, because they are sick. 
Dasia Richardson: Yes, because they are cute. 

2: Would you ever keep a turtle as a pet - why or why not? 
Brennan: Yes, so I can feed it strawberries. 

Dasia: Yes, because I can feed it strawberries! 
3: If you ever had the chance to own a turtle, would you?  

Brennan: Yes, because why not? 
Dasia: Yes, because they are cute and I can play with them. 

4: Are turtles important? Why or why not? 
Brennan: Yes. 

Dasia: Yes, because they just are. 
5: What is the coolest thing about turtles? 

Brennan: They can live 100’s of years. 
Dasia: They can swim. 

 

More Winter Dance Pictures! 
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    Before The Switch STEM Classes   

By Juliana  Kennedy 

EDITOR’S NOTE:  This article was written before the STEM classes switched. We 

realize that the information may not be current. 

Kylie Reindl says she  is not changing her STEM class. 

Why  she  is not changing her stem class is that it is easy and she  is with all her friends and it is fun. 
Kylie  does like her STEM class. If  she had to do a different STEM, she’d like to do Student Newsletter.  

Alex Abear is changing her STEM class. Why  she  is changing her class is that she can't stay in 

the same class and she  wants to do something different. She  does like the STEM class that she is in. 
The STEM class that Alex wants to do to is Student Newsletter. 

 

Inspiration Station - Winnie The Pooh Themed 
By Opal Munger 
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